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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

WACO DIVISION

MemoryWeb, LLC,

Plaintiff Case No. 21-cv-411-ADA

V.

SamsungElectronics Co., Ltd. (a Korean
Company) and Samsung Electronics America,
Inc.,

Defendants

 
PLAINTIFF MEMORYWEB, LLC’S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL

INFRINGEMENT CONTENTIONS

Pursuant to the Case Readiness Status Report (Doc. 21) and the Agreed Scheduling Order

(Doc. 35), Plaintiff MemoryWeb, LLC (“MemoryWeb”) hereby submits the following initial

infringement contentions with respect to Defendants Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung

Electronics America, Inc. (“Samsung”) with respect to U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 (“the “658

patent”), U.S. Patent No. 10,621,228 (“the ‘228 patent”), and U.S. Patent No. 11,163,823 (“the

“823 patent”) (collectively, “the Asserted Patents”).

MemoryWeb’s investigation is ongoing and the contentions set forth herein are based on

the information available to MemoryWeb as of the date of these contentions. MemoryWeb

reservesthe right to supplement or amendthis disclosure after receiving discovery from Samsung,

or other third parties, particularly documents and other discovery regarding Samsung’s accused

products (e.g., source code) and as additional information becomesavailable.
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I. Identification of the Asserted Claims

Samsunghasinfringed and continuesto infringe at least the following claims of the ‘658

patent: claims 1-15. Samsunghasinfringed and continuesto infringeat least the following claims

of the ‘228 patent: claims 1-10 and 12-15, and 17-19. Samsung has infringed and continues to

infringe at least the following claims ofthe ‘823 patent: claims 1-34. MemoryWeb’s investigation

is ongoing and discovery has not commenced. Accordingly, this identification ofasserted claims

is based on information available to MemoryWebatthis time. MemoryWebreservesthe right to

add, delete, substitute, or otherwise amend this list of asserted claims should discovery, the

Court’s claim construction, or other circumstances so merit.

Il. Identification Priority Dates

The priority date for claims 1-15 of the ‘658 patent and claims 1-10 and 12-15, and 17-19

of the ‘228 patent is February 28, 2014. Thepriority date for claims 1-34 of the *823 patent is

June 9, 2011. MemoryWebreserves the right to update or amend this identification of priority

dates should the Court’s claim construction or other circumstances so merit.

Ill. Identification of Accused Products

On information and belief, MemoryWeb identifies the following accused products:

Samsung has and continues to make,use, sell, offer for sale, and/or import products and services,

including without limitation those marketed by Samsung as Samsung Gallery (hereinafter, “the

Gallery Application”). On information andbelief, at least the following Samsung products include

and/or use the Gallery Application: Samsung Galaxy smartphones(including, but not limited to,

A series, S series, Z series, and Note models) and Samsung Galaxy tablets (including, but not

limited to, Tab A and Note models). On information andbelief, additional Samsung products are

compatible with and use the Gallery Application.
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The Gallery Application and the Samsung products described above that include and/or

use the Galley Application software are collectively referred to herein as the “Accused Samsung

Products.” MemoryWebreserves the right to amend this identification of accused products, as

well as other information contained herein, to incorporate new information as in becomesavailable

underthe course of discovery.

IV. Claim Charts

Claim charts identifying a location of each and every element of every asserted claim of

the Asserted Patents in the Accused Samsung Products are attached hereto as Exhibits A-C.

Exhibits A and B illustrate Samsung’s infringement using Gallery version 12.1.04.6. MemoryWeb

contends that there are no material differences between Gallery version 12.1.04.6 and additional

Gallery versions for purposesof infringement, including at least one or more versionsreleased at

least as early as Gallery version 11.5 (see Complaint at §§ 47-56). Exhibit C illustrates Samsung’s

infringement using Gallery version 12.1.09.0. MemoryWebreserves the right to amend these

charts, as well as other information contained in these disclosures and contentions, to incorporate

new information learned during the course ofdiscovery and to identify additional specific versions

of the Gallery Application. MemoryWebalso reservesthe right to amendits claim charts, as well

as other information contained in these disclosures and contentions, upon the Court’s issuance of

a claim construction order.

V. Literal Infringement and Doctrine of Equivalents

Underthe proper construction of the asserted claims, the limitations ofeach asserted claim

in the Asserted Patents are satisfied literally in the Accused Samsung Products. However, to the

extent that any claim limitation or element is found notbe literally embodied or practiced by the

Accused Samsung Products, MemoryWebcontendsthat the Accused Samsung Products embody



or practice such claim limitations or elements under the doctrine of equivalents because there are

no substantial differences, and the Accused Samsung Products perform substantially the same

function, in substantially the same way, to achieve substantially the sameresult.

VI._—Direct Infringement

Samsung (including Samsung’s employees) and Samsung’s customers(including end users

of the products described above) using the Accused Samsung Products have directly infringed,

and continueto directly infringe, the Asserted Claimsas set forth in the attached claim charts. This

infringement has occurred,either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents, by making, using,

selling, and/or offering for sale in the United States, and/or importing into the United States

without authority, the Accused Products.

To the extent Samsung contendsthat it or the Accused Samsung Products do not perform

each and every step ofthe Asserted Claims, Samsungdirects or controls the performance by others

of each claim limitation that it does not perform itself, such that the performance of each claim

limitation can beattributed to Samsung.

VII. Induced and Contributory Infringement

Samsunghas induced and continuesto induce infringement of the Asserted Claimsliterally

or under the doctrine of equivalents by making, selling, offering to sell, and/or importing the

Accused Products to or for its customers (including end users), and providing such customers

(including end users) with instructions and training on how to use the Accused Products in a

mannerthat directly infringes the claims, all while Samsung has knowledge ofthe Asserted Patents

and Asserted Claims, and knowledge that such use of the Accused Products would infringe the

Asserted Claims. Samsung acts with knowledge and specific intent to encourage and facilitate

such infringing acts by its customers. Samsung’s technical and marketing documentation for the



Accused Samsung Products provides specific instruction for using, and actively encourages its

customers to use, the Accused Samsung Products in an infringing manner.

Samsung has and continues to contributorily infringe the Asserted Claims by using,

offering to sell, selling, or importing the Accused Products. The Accused Products in operation

form a component ofa machine, manufacture, combination, or composition, constituting a material

part of the invention for each of the Asserted Patents. Samsung knowsthat the Accused Products

are especially made or adapted for use in an infringement of the Asserted Claims, and that the

Accused Productsare nota staple article or other system capable of substantial non-infringing use.



Dated: November24, 2021 Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Daniel J. Schwartz

Arthur Gollwitzer III

Texas Bar No. 24073336

Jackson Walker LLP

100 Congress Avenue, Suite 1100
Austin, TX 78701
Telephone: 512.236.2268
Facsimile: 512.236.2002

agollwitzer@jw.com

Daniel J. Schwartz (pro hac vice)
Zachary Sorman (pro hacvice)
Angelo J. Christopher (pro hacvice)
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison, Suite 3500
Chicago, IL 60602-4224
Tel: 312-977-4400

djschwartz@nixonpeabody.com
achristopher@nixonpeabody.com
zsorman@nixonpeabody.com

Attorneysfor PlaintiffMemoryWeb, LLC
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Plaintiff MemoryWeb LLC’s First SupplementalInitial Infringement Contentions
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Richard A. Edlin (Pro HacVice)
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Greenberg Taurig, LLP
One Vanderbilt Avenue

New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 801-9200
Facsimile: (212) 801-6400

Melissa Richards Smith

melissa@gillamsmithlaw.com
Gillam and Smith, LLP
303 South Washington Avenue
Marshall, Texas 75670
Telephone: 903.934.8450
Facsimile: 903.934.9257

Counselfor Defendants

/s/ Daniel J. Schwartz

Daniel J. Schwartz
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U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Infringement Claim Chart

The following chart identifies a location of eachand every element of every asserted claim of U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 (‘the
“658 patent”) nm the Samsung Gallery application (“Gallery”). The exemplary screenshots below were taken using a Samsung Galaxy
A51 running Gallery Version 12.1.04.6. While various views with one or more photographs are shown for exemplary purposes below,

it should be understood that each view can include more or less phetographs, and/or videos. Additionally, while one or more
photographs or videos are shownat various locations for exemplary purposes, it should be understood that eachlocation can include
more orless associated photographs and/or videos.

SAMSUNG’S INFRINGEMENT

I[pre] A To the extent the preamble is limiting, Gallery displays atleast a portion ofaplurality of (1) digital
computer- photographs, (i) videos, or (if) acombmation of(i) and (i), each ofthe digital photographs and videos being
implemented associated with a geotag indicative of geographic coordinates where the respective digital photograph or video
method of was taken. See infra.
displaying at least Pictures
a portion of a
plurality of(1)
digital
photographs, (1)
videos, or(il) a Aris
combmation of(i) :

and (1), each of aasthe digital

photographs and cy
videos being =
associated with a

geotag indicative
of geographic
coordinates where

the respective
digital photograph "Simi nis a
or video was ~~

taken, the method

comprising:

i Oo
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1[a] displaymg an
application view
on a video display
device including
displaying a
plurality of
selectable

elements, the
plurality of
selectable

elements including
a location

selectable element; 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

Gallery displays an application view on a video display device (e.g.,a Samsung device such as a smartphone
or tablet) including a plurality of selectable elements, which include a location selectable element. A first
example ofa location selectable element in an application view including a plurality of selectable elements is
shown below.

Pictures

Pictures Albums Stories =

Another example of a location selectable element in an application view is shown below.

to

10
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1 |b] responsive to
a click or tap of
the location

selectable element,

displaying a map
view on a video

 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

< Search for “Portraits” < Chicago

WwEnT
:. EW“@ a | atLncolt Part Zon

Chris Nancy

" oT

Pain wes“\Keer

Googie Hae,

Things/scenery

Gallery displays a map view ona video display device (e.g., a Samsung smartphone or tablet) responsive to a
click or tap of the location selectable element.
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display device, the
displaying the map
view including
displaying:

Pictures
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mes

ant) COSTES
Bence vuLacE

co row

int Lh ven
Te Semen- : =" caneartRT To Ns/ sanit

Oo

To the extent it is found that the map view is not literally displayed responsive to a click or tap of the location
selectable element, MemoryWeb contends that this limitation 1s satisfied under the doctrine ofequivalents as
any differences are insubstantial. The function of the claimed displaying the map view responsive to a click or
tap of the location selectable element to cause the map view to be displayed on the video display device. The
waythat the claimed displaying the map view responsive to a click or tap of the location selectable element
performs this function is by displaying the location selectable element, then causing the map view to be
displayed subsequent toa click or tap of the location selectable element. The result of the claimed displaying
the map view responsive to a click or tap of the location selectable elementis that the map view 1s displayed
on the video display after the click ortap of the location selectable element. Samsung Gallery performs
substantially the same function, in substantially the same way, to achieve substantially the sameresult.
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1[b][i] @ a As shown above, displaymg the map view includes displaying a representation of an interactive map. The
representation of|mapis interactive at least because Gallery zcoms in or out on the map, as shown below.
an interactive map;

< Map < Map View selected

foeT
~ interactive map~

1 |b} [ii] G afirst|Displaymg the map view includes displaying a first location selectable thumbnail image ata first location on
location selectable|the interactive map.
thumbnail image
at a first location
on the interactive

map,the first
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location being
associated with the

geographic
coordinates of a

first geotag,

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

sey BL |__ first location selectablebal seian r

The first location is associated with the geographic coordinates ofa first geotag. In this example, the first
location selection thumbnail is associated with Chicago, IL.
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1[b] [ii] [A] a first
set ofdigital
photographs and
videos including
all of the digital
photographs and
videos associated

with the first

geotag:

 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

Po as eater
ZF Ps outh Bend® ao> Sa

1251 W DraperSt, Chicago,IL 60614, USA
aia

The first location selectable thumbnail mage 1s associated with a fist set of digital photographs and videos
including all ofthe digital photographs and videos associated with the first geotag.
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scaled replicas from first set of
digital photographs and videos

 

1[b]||iii] (i) a first
count value image
partially
overlapping the
first location
selectable

thumbnail mage,
the first count

value image
includingafirst
number that

corresponds to the
number ofdigital

 Displaying the map view includes displayingafirst count value imagepartially overlapping thefirst location
selectable thumbnail image, the first count value image including a first number.
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photographs and

videos im the first first location selectable
set of digital ad
photographs and Ree ee
videos;

first count value image

The first count value (in this example, 9) corresponds to the numberof digital photographs and videos in the
first set of digital photographs and videos.
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1[b] [iv] Gv) a
secondlocation

selectable

thumbnail image
at asecond

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

¥

St, Chicago,IL 60614, USA

To the extentit is found that the first count value image does notliterally partially overlap the first location
selectable thumbnail image, MemoryWeb centends that this limitation is satisfied under the doctrine of
equivalents as any differences are insubstantial. The function of the claimed partially overlapping is to
indicate the number ofdigital photographs and videos in the first set of digital photographs and videos that are
associated with the first location. The way the claimed partially overlappmg performs this function is by
positioning the first count value image in sufficient proximity to the first thumbnail image to create an
association betweenthefirst thumbnail image and the first count value image, but without completely
obscuring the first thumbnail image. The result of the claimed partially overlapping 1s that the first count
value indicates the number digital photographs and videos inthe first set of digital photographs and videos that
are associated with the first location and the first thumbnail image without completely obscuring thefirst
thumbnail image. Samsung Gallery performs substantially the same function, m substantially the same way,
to achieve substantially the same result.

Displaying the map view also includes displaymg a second location selectable thumbnail mage ata second
location on the interactive map.
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location on the

interactive map, eo
the second second location selectable
location being _ thumbnail image
associated with the

geographic
coordinates of a

secondgeotlag,

first location selectable

thumbnail image

The secondlocation is associated with the geographic coordinates of a second geotag. See mformation for
I[b]fiv][A].
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7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo,MI 49337, USA
: ¥ | NY }

: Mail

The second location selectable thumbnail image ts associated with a secondset ofdigital photographs and1[b][iv][A] a
videos including all of the digital photographs and videos associated with the second geotag.secondset of

digital
photographs and
videos including
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all of the digital
photographs and
videos associated
with the second

geotag; and

|
7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA }

My 1, CAENete
scaled replicas from second set of
digital photographs and videos

O <
 

1[b][v] (ya Displaying the map view includes displaying a second count value image partially overlappmg the second
second count value}location selectable thumbnail image.
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image partially
overlapping the second location selectable
second location +) *

selectable SRERSEaaEe
thumbnail image,
the second count

value image
including a second
number that

corresponds to the
numberofdigital

= second count value
photographs and :
videos in the lmage
secondset of

digital
photographs and
videos;

The second count value image includes a second number corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs
and videos in the secondset ofdigital photographs and videos.
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1[c] responsive to
a click or tap of
the first location
selectable

thumbnail mage,

 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA
Saetip es Novi?

scaled replicas from second set of
digital photographs and videos

O <

To the extent it is found that the second count value mage doesnot literally partially overlap the second
location selectable thumbnail image, MemoryWebcontends that this limitation is satisfied under the doctrine
of equivalents as any differences are insubstantial. The function of the claimed partially overlapping 1s to
indicate the number ofdigital photographs and videos in the secondsetofdigital photographs and videosthat
are associated with the second location. The way the claimed partially overlapping performs this function is
by positioning the second count value image in sufficient proximity to the second thumbnail image to create an
association betweenthe second thumbnail image and the second count value image, but without completely
obscuring the second thumbnail image. The result of the clamed partially overlapping 1s that the second count
value indicates the number digital photographs and videos in the secondsetofdigital photographs and videos
that are associated with the second location and the second thumbnail image without completely obscuring the
second thumbnail image. Samsung Gallery performs substantially the same function, in substantially the same
way, to achieve substantially the sameresult.

Gallery displays a first location view on the video display device (e.g.,a Samsung device) responsive to a click
or tap ofthe first location selectable thumbnail image.

16
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displaying a first
location view on

the video display
device, the
displaying thefirst
location view

including
displaying

1[c][i] @) a first
location name
associated with the

first geotag and
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location view |jeaea
1251 W Draper St, Chicago, IL 6061 4, USA

| ' N )

The first location view includesafirst location name associated with the first geotag.
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Kalamaze

first location name

 
I[c][ii] 1) a scaled|The first location view includes a scaled replica of each of the digital photographs and videos in the first set of
replica of eachof|digital photographs and videos.
the digital
photographs and
videos in the first

set of digital
photographs and
videos, the
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displayed scaled
replicas of each of
the digital
photographs and
videos in the first

set ofdigital

photographs and
videos not beng
overlaid on the

interactive map;
and

| \

1251 W DraperSt, Chicago,IL 60614, USA

scaled replicas from first
+— set of digital

photographs and videos

The displayed scaled replicas of each ofthe digital photographs and videos in the first set ofdigital
photographs and videos are not overlaid on the interactive map. See limitation 1[b]f[1].

1{d] responsive to|, Gallery displays a secondlocation view on the video display device (e.g.,a Samsung device) responsive toa
aclick or tap of click or tap of the second location selectable thumbnail mage.
the second
location selectable

thumbnail image,
displaying a
second location
view on the video  
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display device, the
displaying the
secondlocation

view includmg
displaying

a
ese

7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA
Vidi WA x \

 

1[d]|i] @) asecond|The second location view includes a second location name corresponding to the second geotag.
location name

corresponding to
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the second geotag
and

1[d] [ii] (a) a
scaled replica of
each of the digital
photographs and
videos in the

second set of

digital
photographs and
videos, the
displayed scaled
replicas of each of
the digital
photographs and
videos in the
second set of

digital
photographs and
videos not being

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

f- 7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA ek second location name

The second location view also includes a scale

second set ofdigital photographs and videos.

JOULTIEL

\

29

oa

d replica of each ofthe digital photographs and videos in the

1
J | 7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA

H NA N West

scaled replicas from second set of
digital photographs and videos

O <
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overlaid on the

Interactive map.

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

As shown above, the displayed scaled replicas of each of the digital photographs and videos in the second set
ofdigital photographs and videos are not overlaid on the interactive map; instead, they are displayed belowthe
interactive map. See a/so information for limitation 1[b][1]. 

2|pre] The
computer-
implemented
method ofclaim 1,
wherein

2[a] the first
location selectable

thumbnail image
includes a scaled

representation of
at least one ofthe

digital
photographs in the
first set ofdigital
photographs, and

See information for claim 1.

As shown below,the first location selectable thumbnail mage (see lmitation 1[b][]) meludes a scaled
representation ofat least one of the digital photographs in thefirst set of digital photographs (see limitation
I[b][a][AD. 
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°

first location selectable B
thumbnail image

a

4

 

2[b] and wherein|The second location selectable thumbnail image (see limitation I[b][iv]) includes a scaled representation ofat
the second least one ofthe digital photographs in the secondset of digital photographs (see limitation 1I[b][1v][A]).
location selectable
thumbnail image
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includes a scaled boygal

representation of ' second location sel

pitoneiabthe thumbnail image
photographs in the
secondset of

digital
photographs. 
3|pre] The See information for claim 1.
computer-

24
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implemented
method of claim 1,

further comprising
3[a] responsive to
a click or tap ofa
first one ofthe

displayed scaled
replicas in thefirst
location view,

displaying a first
digital photograph
associated with the

first scaled replica
in the first location

view and3[b] a
first map image
indicating the
geographic
coordinates ofthe

first geotag

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

Responsive to clicking one ofthe scaled replicas in the first location view (see limitation 1[c][i]), a first
digital photograph associated with the first sealed replica anda first map image indicating the geographic
coordinates of the first geotag are displayed. 
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12:01 Gi

Aug 20,2020 9:35PM

+— first digital photograph

1.86MB 3024x4032
internal storage/Pictures

1

aveaQF <— first map imageLINCOLN PARC
IEXTOWN

Sep Se Bem |
1251 W DraperSt, Chicago, IL 60614, USA
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4|pre] The See information for claim 1.
computer-
implemented
method ofclaim 3,

further comprising
4|a] responsive to|Responsive to clicking one ofthe scaled replicas in the second location view, a seconddigital photograph
aclick or tap ofa|associated with the second scaled replica and a second map image mdicating the geographic coordinates of the
first one ofthe second geotag are displayed.
displayed scaled
replicas in the
secondlocation

view, displaying a
first digital
photograph
associated with the

first scaled replica
in the second

location view and

4[b] a second map
image indicating
the geographic
coordinates of the
second geotag.
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5[pre] The
computer-

 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

12Bo

Aug 6,2019 690 4M

second digital
photograph

259MB 177002105

People

Chris,

Location

a — second map image
7575 Unthe Oy, Newaygo, Mi 49337, USA
Go ge

See information for clam1.
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implemented
method of claim 1,

5{a] wherein the The plurality of selectable elements in the application view (see limitation |[a]) mcludes a people selectable
plurality of element, as shown below.
selectable
elements further ;

includes a people Pictures
selectable element,

people selectable
2 [a}--— element

a
pies location selectable

5[b] the method Gallery displays a people view responsive toa click or tap of the people selectable element.
further comprising
responsive toa
click or tap ofthe
people selectable
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element,
displaying a
people view, the
displaying the
people view
including

displaying:

5c] (a) a first
person selectable
thumbnail image
includmg an image
ofa face ofa first

person, a third set
ofdigital
photographs and
videos including
digital
photographs and
videos associated

with the first

person;

 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

422 Gl

< Search for “Portraits”

People |

~<— SG
Chris Nancy

Locations |

The people view includes a first person selectable thumbnail image including an image ofa faceofa first
person:

first person selectable

30
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The first person selectable thumbnail image is associated with a third set ofdigital photographs and videos:

< Chris x

15 items

scaled replicas from third
set ofdigital photographs

Feb 24, 2020 
31
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5[d] (1) a name
associated with the

first person, the
name associated
with the first

person being

displayed adjacent
to the first person
selectable

thumbnail image;

S]e] (i) a second
person selectable
thumbnail mage
includmg an image
ofa face of a

second person, a
fourth set of

digital
photographs and
videos includmg
digital
photographs and
videos associated
with the second

person; and

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

Gallery displays a name associated with thefirst person is displayed adjacenttothe first person selectable
thumbnail image, as shown below:

People 2

first person selectable
thumbnail image

name associated with :
—+ [Chris nfirst person Nancy 

The people view includes a second person selectable thumbnail image ncludmg an mage ofaface of a
second person:

)

People 2

second person selectable— pape
thumbnail image

Chris Nancy

 
As shown, the second person selectable thumbnail image is associated with a fourth set ofdigital photographs
and videos: 
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&
Nancy

6 items

scaled replicas from fourth set
of digital photographs

5[f] (iv) a name A name associated with the second person is displayed adjacent to the second person selectable thumbnail
associated with the|mage, as shown below:
second person, the
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name associated
with the second

person being
displayed adjacent
to the second

person selectable

thumbnail image. second person selectable
thumbnail image

name associated with the

second person

6. The computer-|Gallery displays the first person selectable thumbnail image andthe second person selectable thumbnail image
implemented in an alphabetical order (left to right) based on the names associated with first person and the second person.
method of claim 5,
wherein the

displaying the People 2
people view
further includes

displaying the first
person selectable
thumbnail image
and the second

person selectable c
thumbnail image Chris Nancy
in analphabetical
order based on the
names associated

with first person
and the second

person.
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7. The computer-|Gallery displays a first person view responsive to a click or tap ofthe first person selectable thumbnail image.
implemented As shown, the first person view includes the name associated with the first person and a scaled replica ofthe
method of claim 5,|photos and videos in the third set of digital photographs.
further comprising
responsive to a
click or tap ofthe <
first person
selectable

thumbnail image,
displayingafirst

sitia the [cms] <— fame associated
displaying the first with the first person
person view 15 items
including
displaying (1) the Nov 2, 2020
name associated
with the first

person and (ii) a
scaled replica of
eachofthe digital
photographs and Chicag

videos in the third wile scaled replicas ffom third
set of digital J set of digital photographs
photographs. 
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44

8. The computer-
implemented
method of claim 7,
wherein the

displaying thefirst
person view
further includes

displayingafirst-
person-location
selectable element.

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

As shown below,the first person view includesafirst-person-location selectable element.

42246 ede

< Chris x

15 items

first-person-location
selectable element

Nov 2, 2020

Aug 20, 2020

 

9. The computer-
implemented
methodofclaim 8,

further comprising

 
Clckmg the first-person-location selectable element causes a representation oflocations havingadigital
photograph or video associated withthe first person.
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responsive to a
click or tap of the
first-person-
location selectable

element,
displaying a
representation of
all locations

having a digital
photograph or
video associated
with the first

person.

10. The computer-
implemented
method of claim 7,
further comprising
responsive toa
click or tap of the
second person
selectable

Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

2ue1e- wyeie- Ze 18.

< Map < Map < Map

Gallery displays a second person view responsive to a click or tap of the second person selectable thumbnail
image. As shown, the second person view includes the name associated with the second person and a scaled
replica of the photos and videos in the fourth set of digital photographs.
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thumbnail image,
displaying a
second person
view, the

displaying the
second person

view including
displaying (i) the
name associated
with the second

person and(il) a
scaled replica of
eachofthe digital
photographs and
videos in the
fourth set of

digital
photographs.

11. The computer-
implemented
method ofclam

10, wherem the

displaying the
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4220

< [ray

name associated with

~~ the second person
6 items

scaled replicas from fourth set
ofdigital photographs

dun 15,2017

As shown below, the second person view includes a second-person-location selectable element.
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second person
view further
includes

displaying a
second-person-
location selectable
element.

«— second-person-locationselectable element

dun 15, 2017

12. The computer-|Clicking the second-person-location selectable element causes a representation oflocations havingadigital
implemented photograph or video associated with the second person.
method of claim

11, further

comprising
responsive to a
click or tap ofthe
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second-person-
location selectable

element,

displaying a
representation of
all locations

havingadigital
photograph or
video associated
with the second

person.

 

13[pre] The See information for clam 1.
computer-
implemented
method of claim 1,

13|a] wherem the|The plurality of selectable elements im the application view (see limitation 1{a]) further mcludes an album
plurality of selectable element.
selectable
elements further
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includes an album

selectable element, p | ctures

people selectable
element

location selectable

element

album selectable element

Pictures Stories

I O
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13[b] the method
further comprising
responsive toa
click or tap ofthe
albumselectable

element,

displaying an
album view, the
displaying the
album view

includmg
displaying:

13]c] [i] (i) a first
album selectable

thumbnail image
includmg a scaled
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Gallery displays an albumview responsive to aclick or tap of the album selectable element.

Albums

Album 1 Album 2 Pictures44

Pictures Albums Stories

The album view includesafirst album selectable thumbnail image.
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representation of
at least one digital
photograph in a
third setofdigital
photographs and
videos that

includes all of the

digital
photographs and
videos associated

witha first album

tag: 
Initial Infrmgement Contentions — U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658 — Samsung Gallery

Albums

first album

selectable image

Album 1 Album 2 Pictures

The first album selectable thumbnail includes a scaled representation ofat least one digital photograph in a
third set of digital photographs and videos that includes all of the digital photographs and videos associated
with a first albumtag.
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13[c] [ii] (ii) a first
album name
associated with the

first album, the
first album name

being displayed
adjacent to the first
albumselectable

thumbnail image;
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12:25 fd aS wl &

Album 1|< first album name

1 image

scaled replica from third set of
digital photographs and videos

The album viewalso includesafirst album name associated withthe first album, the first album name being
displayed adjacentto the first albumselectable thumbnail image. 
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13[c] [iii] (m) a
second album

selectable

thumbnail image
including a scaled
representation of
at least one digital
photograph in a
fourth set of

digital
photographs and
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Albums

first album

selectable image

Album 2 Pictures44| :

first album name

The album view mcludes a second albumsekctable thumbnail image.
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videos that
includes all of the

digital
photographs and
videos associated
with a second

albumtag; and 
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Albums

second album

selectable image

Album 1 Album 2 Pictures

The second album selectable thumbnail image includes a scaled representation ofat least one digital
photograph in a third set ofdigital photographs and videos that mcludes all of the digital photographs and
videos associated with a second albumtag.
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13[c][iv] (i) a
second album
name associated
with the second

album, the second

album name being
displayed adjacent
to the second
albumselectable

thumbnail image.
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12:25 fl

g Album 2|< second album name
3 images

scaled replicas from fourth set of
digital photographs and videos

The album view also includes asecond album name associated with the second album, the second album name

being displayed adjacent to the second album selectable thumbnail mage.
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Albums

second album

selectable image

Album 1

second album

name

 
14. The computer-
implemented
method of claim

13, further

comprising
responsive to a
click or tap ofthe
first album

 See information for clam 13. Additionally, Gallery displays a first album view including (1) the first album
name associated with the first albumand (2) a scaled replica of each ofthe digital photographs and videos in
the third set of digital photographs and videos responsive toa click or tap ofthe first album selectable
thumbnail image.
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selectable

thumbnail image,
displaying a first
album view, the

displaying thefirst
album view

including
displaying (1) the
first album name
associated with the

first album and(11)
a scaled replica of
each ofthe digital
photographs and
videos in the third

set of digital
photographs and
videos.
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12:25 fd aS wl &

Album 1|< first album name

1 image

scaled replica from third set of
digital photographs and videos

 

15. The computer-
implemented
method of claim

14, further

comprising
responsive to a
click or tap ofthe
second album

selectable

thumbnail image,
displaying a
second album

view, the

displaying the

 See information for claim14. Additionally, Gallery displays a second album viewincluding (1) the second
album nameassociated with the second album and(2) a scaled replica of each ofthe digital photographs and
videos in the fourth set of digital photographs and videos responsive toa click or tap of the second album
selectable thumbnail mage.
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second album

viewincluding 12:25 al
displaying (1) the

second album Album 2|< second album name
name associated K
with the second 3 images
album and (i) a
scaled replica of
eachofthe digital
photographs and :
videos in the
fourth set of

digital
photographs and

ideos.
wees scaled replicas from fourth set of

digital photographs and videos
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-S. Patent No. 10,62 = ingement Clai a

The following chart identifies a location of each and every element ofevery asserted claim of U.S. Patent No. 10,621,228 (“the
“228 patent’) in the Samsung Gallery application (“Gallery”). The exemplary screenshots below were taken using a Samsung Galaxy
A51 running Gallery Version 12.1.04.6. While various views with one or more photographs are shown for exemplary purposes below,
it should be understood that each view can include more or less photographs, and/or videos. Additionally, while one or more
photographsor videos are shown at various locations for exemplary purposes, it should be understood that each location can include
moreor less associated photographs and/or videos.

I[pre] Amethod—_|Totheextentthepreambleislimiting, Gallery performsamethod, as detailedbelow.
comprising:

Responsiveto a first input, Gallery displays a map view on an interface (e.g., a Samsung smartphone or1[a] responsiveto a first
input, causing a map tablet).
view to be displayed on
an interface, the map
view including: 
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1[a][i] (i) an interactive|The map view includesan interactive map. The mapis interactive at least because Gallery can zoom in
map; and out, as shown below.

 
1[a][ii] (ai) a first The map view includesa first location selectable thumbnail imageata first location on the interactive
location selectable map.
thumbnail imageat a
first location on the

interactive map; and
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first location selectable I’
thumbnail image

1a] [iii] (iii) a second The map view includesa second location selectable thumbnail imageat a second location on the
location selectable interactive map.
thumbnail imageat a
secondlocation on the

interactive map;
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_ first location selectable
thumbnail image =

PoSt a. eit fie
Naperville

 1[b] responsive to an Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection of the first location selectable thumbnail image,
inputthat is indicative of|Gallery displays a first location view on the interface.
a selection of thefirst
location selectable

thumbnail image,
causing a first location
view to be displayed on
the interface, the first
location view including

63
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Kalamazc

Osorno SEMI

- SouthBendo °

*

first location view

‘ELST
1251 W DraperSt, Chicago,IL 60614, USA

; )

1[b][i] (i) a first location|The first location view includesa first location nameassociated with thefirst location (in this example,
nameassociated with the|Chicago).
first location and
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 Kalamazc

=== €ikhart =P y a = a
ge atBende °fee koe
i At  

 
 

 

 
 

 
   
 

 
first location namebe]1251 W Draper St, Chicago,IL 60614, USA

Yi
 

1[b] [ii] (ii) a
representation ofat least
a portion of one digital
file in a first set of

digital files, each of the
digital files in the first
set ofdigital files being
roduced from outputs

Thefirst location view includes a representation ofat least a portion of onedigitalfile in a first set of
digital files.
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of one or more digital
imaging devices, thefirst
set ofdigital files
including digital files
associated withthefirst

location;

  

  

 
 
  

 
  

Kalamazc

—ikhart=
outhBend® °

 

1251 W DraperSt, Chicago,IL 60614, USA

a
Ltdoh

representation ofat least a portion of onedigital
file in first set of digital files

 
Eachofthe digital files in the first set of digital files are produced from outputs of one or more digital
imaging devices.In this example, the one digital file in the first set of digital files was produced from
outputs of an Apple iPhone(a digital imaging device). Thefirst set of digital files includes digital files
associated with thefirst location (in this example, Chicago).
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1[c] responsive to an Responsiveto an inputthat is indicative ofa selection ofthe second location selectable thumbnail
input that is indicative of|image, Gallery displays a second location view onthe interface.
a selection of the second
location selectable

thumbnail image,
causing a second
location view to be

displayed on the
interface, the second
location view including second location view

LTP Lt
7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo,MI 49337, USA

Ve oe ‘ wa
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1fe][i] (2) a second
location name associated

with the second location
and

The second location view includes a second location name associated with the second location.

 
  
 

second

location name
7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA

II <O

 
Tfe]lii] Gia
representation ofat least
a portion of one digital
file in a secondset of

digital files, each of the
digital files in the second
set ofdigital files being
produced from outputs
ofthe one or more

digital imaging devices,
the secondset of digital
files including digital
files associated withthe

second location; and

The second location viewincludesa representation ofat least a portion ofone digital file in a second set
ofdigital files. 
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JOTIEL

 
 
 

 
 

7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo,MI 49337, USA
Yh ON 4 \ \

representation ofat least a portion of one
digital file in a second setofdigital files

lI O <

f

Eachofthe digital files in the secondset ofdigital files are produced from outputs of one or more digital
imaging devices (e.g., a Samsung device). In this example, the onedigitalfile in the first set ofdigital
files was produced from outputs of an Apple iPhone(a digital imaging device). The secondset of
digital files includes digital files associated with the second location.
 

I1[d] responsive to a
second input that is
subsequentto thefirst
input, causing a people
view to be displayed on
the interface, the people
view including:

 
 
 
 

  

Responsive to a second input thatis subsequentto thefirst input, Gallery displays a people view on the
interface.
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4:22? WM ae uli

< Search for “Portraits” &

People 2

Chris Nancy

 
1{d]{i] (2) a first person|The people view includesa first person selectable thumbnail image including a representation ofa face
selectable thumbnail ofa first person.
imageincluding a
representation of a face 5
ofa first person, thefirst People a
person being associated
with a third set ofdigital
files including digital
photographsand videos; first person selectable ail

thumbnail image

Chris Nancy

Thefirst personis associated with a third set ofdigital files including digital photographs and videos.
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4:22 Ge a1 =i

< Chris x

Chris

15 items

Nov 2, 2020 Newaygo

Aug 20, 2020 Chicago

 

Hl Oo <

 

1[d][ii] (1) a first name|The people view includesa first name associated with thefirst person displayed adjacentto thefirst
associated withthe first|person selectable thumbnail image.
erson, the first name
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being displayed adjacent
to the first person
selectable thumbnail

image;

1[d] [iii] (111) a second
personselectable
thumbnail image
including a
representation ofa face
of a second person, the
second person being
associated with a fourth

set ofdigital files
includingdigital
photographs and videos;
and 

People 2

first person selectable
thumbnail image

first name associated ;bs —_—=s
with first person a Nancy

The people view includes a second person selectable thumbnail image including a representationofa
face of a second person.

People 2

 a second person selectable
thumbnail image

Chris Nane name associated with the
Y second person

The second personis associated with a fourth set of digital files including digital photographs and
videos.
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4:22 Bl a= 48

< Nancy x

Nancy

6 items

Feb 23

 

 

Jun 15, 2017 Kolr

Nov 8, 2015 St Helena

Hl Oo <

I{d][iv] (iv) a second The people view also includes a second name associated with the second person. The second name
name associated with the|being displayed adjacent to the second person selectable thumbnail image.
second person, the
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second namebeing
displayed adjacentto the
second person selectable
thumbnail image.

 

People 2

secondperson selectable thumbnail image

. second name associated

canis _ with the second person
 
 

2|pre] The method of
claim 1, wherein

See information for claim 1.
 

2[a] the map view
further includesafirst
indication feature
associated with thefirst
location selectable

thumbnail image

The map view includes a first indication feature associated with the first location selectable thumbnail
image.

 
 

first location selectable

thumbnail image

RB ws Chicago.
Naperville=
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2|b] the first indication
feature being based on a
numberofdigital files in
the first set of digital
files.

  
  
  

Thefirst indication feature is based on a number of digitalfiles in thefirst set ofdigital files. In the
example below, the first indication feature includes the number 9 andthefirst set ofdigital files includes
9 digitalfiles.

   
  
  
  
 
 

3. The method of claim

2, wherein the first
indication feature is
connected to the first
location selectable

thumbnail image.

 
 

 
 

  

As shown below,the first indication feature is connectedto thefirst location selectable thumbnail
image.

Wr IWwwiee
 
 |

first location selectable

thumbnail image
 

 

4. The method ofclaim

2, wherein the first
indication feature
includesa first number
indicative of the number

ofdigital files in the first
set of digital files.

  
  

  
  
  

Thefirst indication feature includes a first number indicative of the numberofdigital files in thefirst set
ofdigital files. As discussed above for limitation 2[b], in the illustrated example, the first indication
feature includes the number9 andthefirst set of digital files includes 9 digitalfiles.
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| Awww

 
 

first location selectable

thumbnail image

 

5[a] The method of
claim 2, wherein the map
view further includes a
second indication feature
associated with the
second location
selectable thumbnail

image,

 

The map view also includes a secondindication feature associated with the second location selectable
thumbnail image.

second indication feature

second location selectable

thumbnail image   
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5[{b] the second
indication feature being
based on a numberof

digital files in the second
set ofdigital files.

The second indication feature is based on a numberofdigital files in the second set ofdigital files. In
the example below, the second indication feature includes the number 2 and the secondset ofdigital
files includes 2 digital files.

 
 

6. The method ofclaim

5, wherein the second
indication feature is
connected to the second
location selectable

thumbnail image.

As shown below,the second indication feature is connected to the second location selectable thumbnail

image.

second indication feature

second location selectable

thumbnail image

 

 
7. The method ofclaim

5, wherein the second
indication feature
includes a second

numberindicative ofthe

numberofdigital files in
the secondsetofdigital
files.

The second indication feature includes a second numberindicative of the numberofdigital files in the
secondset ofdigital files. As discussed abovefor limitation 5[b], in the illustrated example, the second
indication feature includes the number2 andthe secondset ofdigital files includes 2 digital files.
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second indication feature

second location selectable

thumbnail image

 
 

8. The method ofclaim

2, further comprising,
subsequent to the map
view being displayed on
the interface, responsive
to an inputthat is
indicative of zooming in
onthe interactive map,
modifying the first
indication feature.

Subsequent to the map viewbeing displayed onthe interface, responsive to an input that is indicative of
zooming in on the interactive map, Gallery modifies the first indication feature. In the example below,
the first indication feature is modified from 18 to 9 responsive to zoomingin.  
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9. The method of claim|Subsequent to the map view being displayed on the interface, responsive to an inputthatis indicative of
2, further comprising, zooming out on the interactive map, Gallery modifies the first indication feature. In the example below,
subsequent to the map the first indication feature is used as an illustrative example where the indication is modified from 9 to
view being displayed on|18 responsive to zooming out.
the interface, responsive
to an inputthat is
indicative of zooming
out on the interactive

map, modifyingthefirst
indication feature.
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< Map View selected

a

10. The method of claim|Subsequent to the map view being displayed onthe interface, responsive to an input thatis indicative of
2, further comprising, a filter selection (e.g., selecting the “View selected” element), Gallery modifies the first indication
subsequent to the map feature (e.g., from including the number9 to including the number 1).
view being displayed on
the interface, responsive
to an inputthatis
indicative of a filter

selection, modifying the
first indication feature.
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12[pre] The method of|See information for claim 1.
claim 1, wherein
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12[a] the first location
selectable thumbnail

image includes a
representation ofat least
oneofthe digitalfiles in
the first set of digital
files, and

The first location selectable thumbnail image includesa representation ofat least one ofthe digital files
in the first set ofdigital files.

 
  
   
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

_ first location selectable DB
thumbnail image
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 12|b] wherein the The second location selectable thumbnail image includes a representation ofat least one ofthe digital
secondlocation files in the second set of digitalfiles.
selectable thumbnail

image includes a
representation ofat least
oneofthe digitalfiles in
the secondsetof digital
files.

 
II O <
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13|pre| The method of
claim 12 wherein

13 a] the representation
of the at least a portion
of the onedigitalfile in
the first set of digital
files is not overlaid on

the interactive map, and 
See information for claim 12.

The representation ofthe at least a portion of the one digitalfile in thefirst set of digital files is not
overlaid on the interactive map.

: ~~» Elkhart ~~
PS puthBende eae

L

representation ofat least a portion of one digital
file in first set of digital files
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13[b] wherein the
representation of the at
least a portion ofthe one
digital file in the second
set ofdigital files is not
overlaid on the

interactive map.

The representationofthe at least a portion ofthe onedigital file in the secondsetofdigital files is not
overlaid on the interactive map.

JUTIEL

 
 
 

 

 

 Z 7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, | interactive map |
representation ofat least a portion of one
digital file in a secondset ofdigital files

O <

 

 
 
14|[pre| The method of
claim 1, wherein

14[a] the first location
view includes a

representationofat least
a portion ofall ofthe
digital files in the first
set ofdigital files and

 See information for claim1.

Thefirst location view includes a representation ofat least a portion ofall of the digital files in thefirst
set ofdigital files.
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nm f o
representations digital files in first set of digital

files

14[b] the second The second location view includes a representation ofat least a portion ofall of the digital files in the
location view includes a_|secondset ofdigital files.
representation ofat least
a portion ofall of the
digital files in the second
set ofdigital files.
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iui in Neeene, MI 49337, USA
| “Ky Wee is

tepresentations digital files in secondset of
digital files

15[pre] The method of||See information for claim 1.
claim 1, further

 
 

 comprising:
15[a] responsive to an Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection,in the first location view, of the representation of
inputthat is indicative of|the at least a portion of the one digitalfile in the first set ofdigital files, Gallery causes a first digital file
a selection, in the first to be displayed on the interface.
location view, ofthe

representation ofthe at
least a portion of the one
digital file in the first set
ofdigital files, causing a
first digital file to be
displayed on the
interface; and
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12:01 Ge a? 4a

Aug 20,2020 9:35PM

«— first digitalfile 
1.86MB 3024x4032

/internal storage/Pictures

 

15|b] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection, in the second
location view, ofthe

representation of the at
least a portion of the one
digital file in the second
set ofdigital filed,
causing a second digital

 Responsive to an input thatis indicative ofa selection, in the second location view,of the representation
of the at least a portion ofthe one digital file in the secondsetofdigital filed, Gallery causes second
digital file to be displayed onthe interface.
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file to be displayed on
the interface.

12:06 Gr a)o

Aug 6,2019 6:30AM

 eek second digital
file

2.59 MB 1770x2105

 
  17[a] The method of

claim 1, further

comprising, prior to
receiving the first input,
causing the interface to
display a plurality of
selectable elements, the

plurality of selectable
elements including a
location selectable

element and a people
selectable element,

Prior to receiving the first input (see information for element 1[a]), Gallery causes the interface to
display a plurality of selectable elements. The plurality of selectable elements includes a location
selectable element and a people selectable element. 
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Pictures

. people selectable
o [a] : element

Apr 16 Franklin & Vineland

 
location selectable

element Feb 23

Pictures Albums Stories =

iI O < 

17[b] whereinthe first
input is indicative ofa

The first input is indicative ofa selection ofthe location selectable element. See information for
limitation 1 [a].
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selection of the location

selectable element, and aan “tae

Pictures

 

Pictures: Alburnes Stories mn"

 
i Oo <

 

17|c] wherein the second|The second inputis indicative of a selection of the people selectable element. See information for
inputis indicative of a limitation 1[d].
selection of the people
selectable element.
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 42s

< Search for “Portraits”

Pictures

 
18[pre] The method of
claim 1, further

18a] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a Selection of thefirst

person selectable
thumbnail image,

  See information for claim 1.

Responsive to an inputthatis indicative of a selection ofthe first person selectable thumbnail image,
Gallery displays a first person view ontheinterface.
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causing a first person < Chris x
view to be displayed on
the interface, the first

person view including
Chris

15 items.

Now 2, 2020 winya)

Aug 20, 2020

Hr|
=

Feb 24, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 Chicago

iN! O <

18|b] (i) the first name The first person view includesthe first name and a representation ofeachdigital file in the third set of
and (11) arepresentation|digital files.
ofeach digital file in the
third set ofdigitalfiles. 
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< [on] :

[ome] first name
15 items

representations ofdigital
<— files from third set of

digital files

 

19|pre| The method of
claim 18, further

comprising

 
See information for claim 18.
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19[a] responsive to an Responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of the second person selectable thumbnail image,
input that is indicative of|Gallery causes a second person viewto be displayed on the interface.
a selection ofthe second

personselectable 422 ea aieae
thumbnail image

Be, < Nancy x
causing a second person
view to be displayed on
the interface, the second

person viewincluding
Nancy

6 items

 

Bi:88
8

dun 15,2017 Koln

Nov 8, 2015 ee euaiaya

Wl Oo <
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19[b| (i) the second The second person view includes the second name and a representation ofeach digital file in the fourth
nameand(ii) a set of digitalfiles.
representation ofeach

digital file in the fourth < o
set ofdigital files.

Nov 2, 2020 Newayep

«— ‘presentations ofdigital files
from fourth set ofdigital files 

Jun 15,2017

Nov 8, 2015
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U.S. Patent No. 11,163,823 — Infringement Claim Chart

The following chart identifies a location ofeach and every element ofevery asserted claim of U.S. Patent No. 11,163,823 (“the
“$23 patent’) in the Samsung Gallery application (“Gallery”). The exemplary screenshots below were taken using a Samsung Galaxy
A51 running Gallery Version 12.1.09.0. While various views with one or more photographs are shown for exemplary purposes below,
it should be understood that each view can include moreorless phetographs, and/or videos. Additionally, while one or more
photographsor videos are shownat various locations for exemplary purposes, it should be understood that each location can include
moreor less associated photographs and/or videos.

CLAIM ELEMENT SAMSUNG’SINFRINGEMENT

1[pre] A method To the extent the preamble is limiting, Gallery performs a method, as detailed below.
comprising:

1[a] causing an interface|Gallery causes an interface to display a search-filter view.
to display a search-filter
view, the search-filter

view permitting a user to
filter a plurality of
digital files based on one
or morecriteria;
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1047 Sed onde

<. Search for “Image” 4

People >

Chris Angelo Nancy Zack

Locations|+ >

(Chicage Napa
 

 

The search-filter view permits a userto filter a plurality ofdigital files based on one or morecriteria, for
example, by entering text into the search box. Gallery also suggests search keywords, such as “Image,”
“Portraits,” and “Screenshots.” 
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1059 SH - “sae

< Bearch for “image” 4
iccdied laren

© Image

8% Portraits

@ Screenshots

oe & e
LE2T Sas ie) 7) e799 60

qiwrerrytiylupifolp

alsidifigihii|k|!

* zxevbam @

wt Engl (U5) =

il Oo w =A

 

1|b] responsiveto a first|Responsiveto a first input within the search-filter view (e.g., clicking or tapping the arrow to the right of
input within the search-|“People”), Gallery causes the interface to display a people view.
filter view, causing the
interface to display a
people view including a
first image associated
with a first person and a
second image associated
with a second person;
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 17he a4

€ Search 4

1047 Saws eae

< Searchfor “Image" &

o- , % 060:6 SV
Angelo Nancy Zack

> €
Dan

 

The people view includes a first image associated witha first person and a second image associated with
a second person.
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1047 BS a7aea

< Search &

first image —> S i) @ +— second image
Cheis Angelo Nancy

Zack Dan

 
I[c] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with the first person,
causing a first person
view to be displayed on
the interface, the first

person view including a
first digital file
associated with the first

 Responsive to an inputthatis indicative ofa selection associated with thefirst person (e.g., clicking or
tapping thefirst image in the people view), Gallery causesa first person view to be displayed on the
interface. The first person view includes a first digital file associated with the first person.

 erson;
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42208 ade

< Chris x

Chris

15 items

Nov 2, 2020 7

ee +— first digital file
Aug 20,2020

Feb 24, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 '

ill Oo <

1[d] responsive to an Responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the first digital file (e.g., clicking
input that is indicative of|or tapping thefirst digital file displayed in the first person view), Gallery causes a first detail view to be
a selection associated displayed onthe interface. The first detail view includes(1) the first digital file, (11) first information
withthe first digital file,|associated withthe first digital file and (ii1) a first map image associated withthefirst digital file.
causinga first detail
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viewto be displayed on
the interface, the first

detail view including (1)
the first digital file, (11)
first information

associated with the first

digital file and (ii1) a first
map image associated
withthe first digital file,

1[d][i] the first digital
file havingafirst size in

| the first person view and

 
4862-8589-1329.1

1209 Gas + tae

Nov 2, 2020

<— first digital file 
1270S,101AST4122900051 6017955a

People

ttre=Nancy

» ‘= first information

? ey _ first map image
Gege irk

7575 Une Dr, MewarMI 49997, USA

Thefirst digital file has a first size in the first person viewand a secondsizein thefirst detail view. The
secondsize is greater than thefirst size.
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a secondsize in the first

detail view, wherein the

second size is greater
thanthe first size  

42a Se

< Chris x

Onis

eetes first digital file

‘ae a first digital file (second size)(first size)

Aug 20, 2020
‘P2EETSC9S_10101SRRTE_4Tresaed172S5
* »

Fob 24, 2020 Rok

Oris Nancy
Jan 1, 2020

| om
Q Z i

 

1je] responsive to an
inputthat ts indicative of
a selection associated

with the second person,
causing a second person
viewto be displayed on
the interface, the second

 
4862-8589-1329.1

 
| person view including a

Responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the second person(e.g., clicking
or tapping the second imagein the people view), Gallery causes a second person view to be displayed on
the interface. The second person viewincludes a second digital file associated with the second person.
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seconddigital file
associated with the

second person;

 
 

422 Bl aI? a8

< Nancy x

Jun 15, 2017

od
Now 8, 2015

Hl oO 4

 

 
 
   

1[f] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with the second digital
file, causing a second

4862-8589-1329.1

Responsive to an input thatis indicative of a selection associated with the seconddigitalfile (e.g.,
clicking or tapping the second digitalfile in the second person view), Gallery causes a seconddetail
view to be displayed on the interface, the second detail view including (1) the second digital file, (11)
second information associated with the second digital file and (ii1) a second map imageassociated with
the seconddigital file.
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detail view to be

displayed on the
interface, the second

detail view including(i)
the seconddigital file,
(11) second information
associated with the

seconddigital file and
(ili) a second map image
associated with the

seconddigital file; and

1209 Geet “tae

Feb 23 soopu

«— second digital file 
mneyoeronion , ‘*— second information

®
Location

Re 4

LAS ak Kaur +— second map image“4 : a ai J

Goetn SHERHLLE
Sati

21 W Draper St, Chicaga, MOOG 4, USA,

 

1|g] responsive to a Responsive to a second input within the search-filter view (e.g., clicking or tapping the arrow to the right
second input within the|of “Locations”), Gallery causes the interface to display a locations view.
search-filter view,

causing the interface to
display a locations view
including a first name
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associated witha first

location, and a second
name associated witha

second location;

1047 Bead + sae 1242 Gt “= 48

< Search for “image” 4 < Search u

People >

Angelo Nancy ZackChris

  Locations

‘Chicago

 
Shot types

WI oO < i 0 <

The locations view includesa first name associated with a first location, and a second name associated
with a second location.
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1{h] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with thefirst location,

causingafirst set of
digital files to be
displayed on the

 
4862-8589-1329.1

 
1242 Geb sae

€ Search $

first name associated‘Chic: _—__— s *
" with a first location

 

 
rs

 Frankiin 
second name associated

Newaygo +———— with a second location

il 0 <

Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection associated with the first location (e.g., clicking or
tapping a first image in the locations view that is associated with the first location), Gallery causesa first
set ofdigital files to be displayed on the interface, each digital file in the first set of digital files being
associated withthe first location.
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interface, each digital 1245 GS S48
file in the first set of < Chicago x
digital files being

associated withthe first Se ant
location; and tev i }

Se a PARK WEST
? home UNCOLN PARRSUCKTOWN ~~ SHEFFIELD

a by \\ NeiGHEOSSgle oO A
9 items

Feb 2a

first set of

digitalfiles

Feb 24,2020

Jan 1, 2020

iI oO <

1[i] responsive to an Responsive to an input thatis indicative of a selection associated with the second location (e.g., clicking
input thatis indicative of|or tapping a second imageinthe locations view that is associated with the second location), Gallery
a selection associated causes a secondset ofdigital files to be displayed on the interface, each digital file in the second set of
with the secondlocation,|digital files being associated with the second location.
causing a second set of
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digital files to be
displayed on the
interface, each digital
file in the second set of

digital files being
associated with the
secondlocation.

 

124 Boek ae

< Newaygo x

2nems

Aug 6, 2019 slemange

ihe second set of
digital files

Wl i] <

 2. The method ofclaim

1, wherein the people
view further includes a
first name associated

second name associated with the second person.
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See information for claim 1. The people view includesa first name associated with the first person and a
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with the first person and
a second name
associated with the

second person.

1047 G Sid + 19408

< Search &

first image — S ©) a +— second image
first name associated _____——» “ms Nancy w__ second nameassociated
with first person with second person

 
Zock Dan

 
 

3. The method of claim

2, wherein the first name
associated with the first

person is adjacent to the
first image and the
second name associated

with the second personis
adjacent to the second
image.

See information for claim 2. The first name associated with the first personis adjacent to thefirst image
and the second name associated with the second person1s adjacent to the second image.

1047 GS 748

< Search 4

sine YQ GQ ~ anime
first name associated _____—» “ms Nency w__ second nameassociated
with first person with second person

Zack Dan

 
 
4, The method of claim

3, wherein the first

4862-8589-1329.1

See information for claim 3. The first person view includesthe first name associated with thefirst
|person. Similarly, the second person view includes the second nameassociated with the second person.

15
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person view includes the
first name associated

withthe first person and
the second person view
includes the second

name associated with the

second person.

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

5{a] The method of
claim 4, wherein thefirst

image associated with
the first person is a first
thumbnail image and the
first digital file
associated withthefirst

4862-8589-1329.1

 

first person view second person view
4204 “tas 42a av 46

< Chris x S < Nancy x

first name associated c a second name associatedChris Nancy <+—
with first person with second person15 items. 6 items

Now 2, 2020 Feb 23

Aug 20, 2020 Now 2, 2020,

Feb 24, 2020 jun 18, 2017

Jan 1, 2020 Now 8, 2075

i oO 4 til OU <

See information for claim 4. Thefirst image associated with the first personis a first thumbnail image
and the first digital file associated withthe first personis a first profile image, as shown below.
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person is a first profile
image and

147 Bes “e488 42 oe a@taea

<€ Search 4 < Chris x

first thumbnail Simage Chita
(Chris Angelo Nancy

1S tems

Zack
on +———_ firstprofile image

 
dan 1, 2020

 

5[{b] wherein the second
image associated with
the second personis a
second thumbnail image
and the seconddigital
file associated with the

second person ts a
secondprofile image.

The second image associated with the second person is a second thumbnail image and the seconddigital
file associated with the second personis a second profile image, as shown below.
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1047 GAB ae 4e man a7 48

€ Search & < Nancy x

Chris Angelo Nancy

second thumbnail Feb 23 a

image

zak oe \4 +—— second profile image

 
6. The method ofclaim|See information for claim 5. The input indicative of the selection associated with the first person is a
5, wherein the input click or tap of the first thumbnail image associated withthe first person.
indicative ofthe
selection associated with

the first personis a click
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or tap of thefirst 1047 Me mae ape nae
thumbnail image < Search < Chris *
associated with the first

person. first thumbnail &= —>

image @ ,Chris Angra Nancy

15 tema

© & ee
a ii

 
 

7. The method of claim|See information for claim 5. The first thumbnail image associated with the first person includes a face
5, wherein the first ofthe first person. Similarly, the second thumbnail image associated with the second person includes a
thumbnail image face of the second person.
associated withthe first

person includesa face of
the first person and the
second thumbnail image
associated with the

second person includes a
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face of the second

person. cay elmo wee
< Search 4

= S QO — |- es oi E.image @ image
Chris Angelo Nancy

 
 
8. The method of claim|See information for claim 7. Thefirst thumbnail image includesat least a portion ofthefirst digital file.
7, whereinthe first

thumbnail image
includesat least a

portion of the first digital
file and the second

thumbnail image
includesat least a

portion ofthe second
digitalfile.
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1047 Ge + ose 1216 848

< Search 4 < Chris *

first thumbnail ¢z _
image Chas

Chris Angelo Nancy *

15 terms

eC @ Now 2, 2020 Hewmyao
Zack Dan 3

+— first digital file

Aug 20, 2020

Feb 24, 2020

dan 1, 2020

itt o < itt o <

The second thumbnail image includesat least a portion of the seconddigital file.
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147 @ Sa 1748 2a 48

< Search 4 < Nancy x

G © x NancyChris Angelo Nancy
6 items:

second thumbnail aon ss
image

oe = ak +— second digital file
Now 2, 2020 Newaygo

Jun 15, 2077

Now 8, 2015.

 

 
9|pre] The method of See information for claim 5.
claim 5, wherein

9{a] the first information|The first information in the first detail view includesthe first name associated with thefirst person.
in the first detail view
includesthe first name
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associated with the first

person and

Ioana s+ a2tat

(Nov 2, 2020

 
ETS,SireREITATTDOOOOT MOOT FZ
‘sr >

first information —> People

first name é oe
associated with first —e oo ancy

person

ima
Goge eryTST Ute De Newry, Ma a7, UA

 
9|b] the second
information in the
second detail view
includes the second
name associated with the

 
4862-8589-1329.1

 
second person.

The second information in the second detail view includes the second nameassociated with the second

person.
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ne aM st. tae

 
second information —

second name

associated with —P ter

second person Location

usw  s ; ; *

be F<) nnni@h-

Gog zt fetCHL1250 W Dmper St, Chicago, MAGT4, UA

 

 

10[a] The method of
claim 9, wherein thefirst
information includes a
first date associated with

the first digital file and

4862-8589-1329.1

See information for claim 9. Thefirst information includesa first date associated withthefirst digital
file.
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  10[b] the second
informationincludes a
second date associated

with the second digital
file.

4862-8589-1329.1

TAOSVaRMTTOTNEHE=

Reape

oe naecy

Leeatien

1

first information —* 
25

122

bea edyPTH Uae, Par, ANY A

209 Gee © ots

 
>

120 Ghee « ota8

< Details Edit

©) Movember 2,20201200amM <— first date

Be 129375435_101 99145780378478_4122960921948917255_njpg

@ 7975 Uthe Or, Newaygo, Mi 49337, USA

The second information includes a second date associated with the seconddigitalfile. 
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ee b+ agtae

iuGhe- “eae

< Details Edit

© Febuay23.2021200em==<+— second date 
nancy wansparent emp jog

second information —

People 9 125) W Draper St, Chicago, IL 60614, ESA

Nancy

Location
err?Lake

\
VAS socalaeo ste aT
a" ‘onePS) W Danger 28) Creag, A BTA, USA,

  
11|a] The method of See information for claim 10. The first map imagein the first detail view is indicative ofa first
claim 10, wherein the geographic location associated with the first digital file.
first map imagein the
first detail view is
indicative ofafirst

geographic location
associated with the first

digital file and
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11[{b] the second map
image in the second
detail viewis indicative

of a second geographic
location associated with

the seconddigitalfile.

with the second digital file.
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sates React Fo
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SHEFFIELD

GoogieNEIGHBORS
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12. The method ofclaim

4, wherein the first

person view further
includes relationship
information associated

with the first person and
another person.

 See information for claim 4. Thefirst person view further includes relationship information associated
with the first person and another person. Gallery allows a user to specify a relationship for each person
in the people view.
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1214 G See sade

© Relationship

= Chris

Suggested names

Me

Chris

Nancy

Dan

Angelo@eoecer0
Zack

Cancel Save
 

1214 Si 48

< Select relationship

Wife

Husband

Mother

Father

Daughter

Son

Sister

Brother

Grandmother

Grandfather

Mother-in-law

Father-inJaw

Daughter-in-law

i Oo <

Once selected, the relationship information is includedin the first person view.
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1216S = St =a &

< Chris x

Chris

Husband — relationship information

15 items

Nov 2, 2020 Newaygo

 
 

13. The method ofclaim|See information for claim 12. The relationship informationis indicative of a family relationship
12, wherein the between the first person and the another person. As shown below,the family relationship can be wife,
relationship information|husband, mother, father, daughter, son, sister, brother, grandmother, grandfather, mother-in-law,father-
is indicative ofa family|in-law, daughter-in-law, or son-in-law.
relationship between the
first person and the
another person.
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248 Se: ite

€ Select relationship

Wife

Husband

Mother

Father

Daughter

Son

Sister

Brother

Grandmother

Grandfather

Mother-in-law

Father-in-law

 
Daughter-in-law

Ml Oo <

14. The method ofclaim|See informationfor claim 13. In at least some examples, the another personts the user of the interface.
13, wherein the another

personis the user of the
interface.
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15[pre] The method of
claim 1, further

comprising:

See information for claim 1.

 

15[a] causing the
interface to display an
albums view, the albums

viewincludinga first
album image and afirst
album nameassociated

witha first album, the
first album including a
third set ofdigital files;
and

15|b]| responsive to an
input that is indicative of

  
Gallery causesthe interface to display an albums view, whichincludesa first album imageanda first
albumnameassociated with a first album. As shownbelow for limitation 15[b], the first albumincludes
a third set of digital files.

Albums

first album image —>| 
first album name —* Album1 Album 2 Pictures

Pictures Albums Stories =

Responsive to an input thatis indicative ofa selection associated with the first album, Gallery causes the
third set ofdigital files to be displayed onthe interface.
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a selection associated

withthe first album,

causing the third set of
digital files to be
displayed on the
interface.

12:25 fl M eS all

Album 1 Q :
1 image .

 =«— third set ofdigital files
 

16|pre] The method of
claim15,

See informationfor claim15.

 
16[a] wherein the
albums view includes a

second albumimage and
a secondalbum name
associated with a second

album, the secondalbum

including a fourth set of
digital files, the method
further comprising

 The albums viewincludes a second album image and a second album nameassociated with a second
album, the second albumincluding a fourth set ofdigitalfiles. 
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16[b] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selectionassociated

with the secondalbum,

causing the fourth set of
digital files to be
displayedonthe

 
interface.

Albums

second album image

 
AlbumeteAlbum 2

second album
name

Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection associated with the second album, Gallery causes
the fourth set ofdigital files to be displayed ontheinterface.
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12:25 fl al

3 images .

 
 
 

17. The method ofclaim

16, whereinthe first

albumnameis displayed
adjacentto the first
albumimage in the
albums viewand the
second album nameis

displayed adjacent to the
second album image in
the albums view.

See information for claim 16, Thefirst album nameis displayed adjacenttothe first album imagein the
albums view (see informationforlimitation 15]a]) and the second albumnameis displayed adjacent to
the second album image in the albums view (see informationforlimitation 16[a]).

 

18[{pre] The method of
claim 17, further

comprising:

See information for claim 17.

 

18[a] prior to causing
the albumsviewto be

displayed onthe
interface, receiving first
alphanumeric text as the
first album name;

 
Prior to causing the albumsview to be displayed on the interface, Gallery receives first alphanumeric
text as the first album name.
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18|b] receiving an input
indicative ofa desire to
associate the third set of

digital files with the first
album name; and

 
 
 

4862-8589-1329.1

 
 

Gallery also receives an input indicative of a desire to associate the third set of digital files with the first
album name, as shown below.
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4:13 BAe + aio 413050 - a aad

< Select items < 1/1000 Done

Noitems selected

 
 

18{c| causing the third Gallery also causes the third set of digital files to be associated with thefirst album.
set ofdigital files to be
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associated with the first

album. 12:25 ld M ae ll &

Album 1
Q

1 image

=«— third setofdigital files
19. The method ofclaim|A first portion of the first information can be generated by a user. For example, a user can edit the name
1, wherein a first portion|of the associated digital file.
of the first informationis

generated by a user and
whereina first portion of
the second informationis

generated by the user.
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< Details

©) November 2, 2020 12:00 AM

&)  23375435_10159145788378478_4122960).jpg

 

® 7575 Uthe Dr, Newaygo, MI 49337, USA —

Cancel Save

TPZ, 374) 5) 60,7 2-879) 0

qwe ritiyjujyifvotp

alsid|filgihij iki

a zixic|v) bin) mie

11 English (US) Done

Hl oO eae

As another example, a user can manually tag the associated digital file, and the tag will be included in
the information associated with the digitalfile.
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ses: tae spaew. a*ae aoges. a4a8

Nov 2, 2020 Mi Tag Nov 2, 2020 :

 
TEFTADS_VOSS ASTRO TAATE A127 ROONTMNES Cancel Done 12INTSARS_NOUSVASTRETEATH ATRTMOTTSAGTTTI.wa> >

TIZIS 41 5)657)819 0
People People

qweerit y u i ojp

Chie Nancy > z x c Vv b nom @ Cha Nancy

Cocation Lal English (5) .|bone: Location

As another example, a user can manually add a location for an associated digital file, and this will be
included in the information associated with the digital file.
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625@0%- e480 ees: ae

< Details < Search ®

November 10,2014 12:00AM

© tstoch-523968303(1)og
/rmercal storage/Pactures:
MG26KR 17SaeeG

(No locaton iefarrrentace  F20 W20s W0omm BO 100
Whee balece Manual Me flash

Cancel Save
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20. The method ofclaim|See information for claim 19. A second portion of the first information is automatically generated and a
19, wherein a second second portion ofthe second information is automatically generated. For example, the date/time, the file
portion of the first name, and camera/device information are automatically generated. In at least some examples, the
information is location information is automatically generated.
automatically generated
and wherein a second

portion ofthe second
information is

automatically generated.
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21. The method ofclaim

20, wherein the second

portion ofthe first
information includes

first tag information and
wherein the second

portion of the second
information includes

second tag information.

People

Chis

Location

sae:

Nov 2, 2020

Nancy

ae48 spaen.

 
V2EI7SAIS_ 10159145 7REITRATE_AT27OGDVZASN7ISS mn Canceliy

< wv Tags

asae

Done

Tag

TIS 314,57 607 1819) 0

qwe r t you

alsldifigth

ee) Zz|k

ie

j k

o p

|

cv bam @&

Engfesh (US)

Oo

Done

See information for claim 20. The second portionofthefirst information can includefirst tag
information and the second portion of the second information can include second tag information. As
discussed above, a user can manually tag a digital file, and the tag will be includedin the information
associated with that digital file.

wages: 4

Nov 2, 2020

 
A2IITSAIS_NOUSH1ASTRESTIMTE AT ZISROI21S469 17255 _n.a

People

‘Chis ancy.

Location

 

 

22. The method ofclaim

21, further comprising
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includes a luralit ofdigital files.
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See information for claim 21. Gallery causes a gallery viewto be displayed on the interface, which
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causing a gallery view to
be displayed on the
interface, the gallery
view including a
plurality ofdigital files.
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 23. The method ofclaim

22, whereinthe plurality
ofdigital files includes
the first digital file, the
second digital file, the
first set ofdigital files,
and the secondset of

digitalfiles.

4862-8589-1329.1

 

digital file, the first set ofdigital files, and the secondset ofdigital files.

Pictures

See information for claim 22. The plurality ofdigital files includes thefirst digital file, the second

 

aft

'4 11

1

i] 1
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 24. The method ofclaim

1, wherein the interface

is a computerdisplay, a
smartphone display, or a
tablet display.

  See information for claim 1. The Gallery application runs on Samsung smartphones(an interface), such
as the Galaxy A51 smartphone. The Gallery application also runs on Samsungtablets (an interface),
suchas the Galaxy Tab A7.

 
 

25. The method ofclaim

1, subsequent to causing
the interface to display
the searchfilter view,

causing the interface to
display a map view
including (i) an
interactive geographic
map,(11) a first
indication on the

interactive mapthatis
associated with one or

moredigital files, and
(i!) a second indication
on the interactive map
that is associated with

one or moredigitalfiles.

 See information for claim 1. Subsequent to causing the interface to display the searchfilter view,
Gallery causes the interface to display a map viewincluding an interactive geographic map. The
geographic mapis interactive at least because Gallery permits zooming in/out and moving around the
map. 
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The map view includesa first indication on the interactive map thatis associated with one or more
digital files and a secondindication on the interactive mapthat is associated with one or more digital
files.
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second indication

25, wherein the first the second indication on the interactive geographic map is a fourth image.
indication on the

interactive geographic
mapis a third image and
the second indication on
the interactive

geographic map is a
fourth image.

fourth image

second indication  
484862-8589-1329.1
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27. The method ofclaim

1, further comprising,
responsive to receiving a
first one ofthe one or
morecriteria within the

search-filter view,

causing one or more
digital files to be
displayed on the
interface based at least in

part onthe receivedfirst
one of the one or more
criteria.

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

See information for claim 1. Responsive to receiving a first one of the one or morecriteria within the
search-filter view, Gallery causes one or moredigital files to be displayed onthe interface basedat least
in part on the received first one ofthe one or morecriteria. For example, Gallery can receive “October”
as a first one of the one or more criteria and cause one or moredigital files associated with a October
date to be displayed.

609 @ Sim + suf

< October x

2 items

Oct 28, 2018 Chicago

Wyoming 
  
 

28. The method ofclaim

27, wherein the one or
morecriteria include a

keyword, a location, a
person, an event, a date,
or any combination
thereof.

  See information for claim 27. The one or morecriteria can include a keyword,a location, a person, an
event, a date, or any combination thereof. Gallery also automatically suggests one or more search
criteria, as shown below.
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29[pre] A digital file
storage system

comprising:

 

 

To the extent the preamble is limiting, Samsung devices (e.g., smartphones and tablets) that run the
Gallery application are a digitalfile storage system.
 

29[a| a non-transitory
computer-readable

 Samsung devices running the Gallery application include a non-transitory computer-readable storage
mediumstoring a plurality ofdigital files and instructions. For example, the Samsung Galaxy A51
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storage medium storing a
plurality ofdigital files
and instructions; and

includes 128 GB of internal memory and 105.5 GBofavailable memory. See, e.g.,
https://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/galaxy-a51/.
 

 

29|b] one or more
processors configured to
execute the instructions
to:

Samsung devices running the Gallery application include one or more processors configured to execute
the instructions. For example, the Samsung Galaxy A51 includes an Octa-Core processor. See,e.g.,
https://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/galaxy-a51/.
 

 

29]c| cause an interface
to display a search-filter
view, the search-filter

view permitting a user to
filter the plurality of
digital files based on one
or morecriteria;

Gallery causes an interface to display a search-filter view, the search-filter view permitting a user to
filter the plurality ofdigital files based on one or morecriteria.

17 Sed + eae

< Search for “Image” 4

People >

Chas Angelo Nancy Zack

Locations >

Chicago  
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The search-filter view permits a userto filter a plurality ofdigital files based on one or morecriteria, for
example, by entering text into the search box. Gallery also suggests search keywords, such as “Image,”
“Portraits,” and “Screenshots.”

10:59 GR “eae

< Bearch for “image” bd
Suggeated mpcxcl

® Image
8% Portraits

@ Screenshots

Q o @

LE2ISL4 PS 2607787910

qiwveir|tiyjupitofp

alsid)figih j|k|1
@ zxevbam @

wer Engl (U5) ee

MM 0 we =

 

 
 
 
  

29/d] responsive to a
first input within the
search-filter view, cause
the interface to display a
people view including a
first image associated
with a first person and a

4862-8589-1329.1

Responsive to a first input within the search-filter view, Gallery causes the interface to display a people
view including a first image associated with a first person and a second imageassociated with a second
person.
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second image associated
with a second person;

 

a7 Seb aeat 17 Se aaa

< Searchfor “Image" & € Search 4

on , % O aS © @ © a — a
Chria Angeto Nancy ack >

Locations ; © €
Zack Ban

Chicago Napa

Dijon

Shot types

The people view includes a first image associated witha first person and a second image associated with
a second person.
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first image —>

1047 BSR a%aea

< Search &

GO gy -—-
Chris Angelo Nancy

Zack Dan

 

29[e] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with the first person,
causeafirst person view
to be displayed on the
interface, the first person
view includinga first
digital file associated
withthe first person;

 Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection associated with the first person, Gallery causes a
first person view to be displayed on the interface, the first person viewincludinga first digitalfile
associated with the first person.
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29[f] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

withthe first digital file,
cause a first detail view

 

 
420 ade

< Chris x

Chris

15 items

Nov 2, 2020 7

ee +— first digital file
‘Aug 20, 2020

Feb 24, 2020

Jan 1, 2020 hicag

 Responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the first digital file, Gallery
causesa first detail view to be displayed onthe interface, the first detail view including (1) the first
digital file, (11) first information associated withthefirst digital file and (iii) a first map image associated
with the first digital file.
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to be displayed on the uHGite “tat
interface, the first detail

view including (1) the
first digital file, (i1) first
information associated

withthe first digital file
and(ii) a first map
image associated with
the first digital file,

+— first digital file 
V2EI7S49S_101914SREITOAT41720000510406017255_5oa

» ‘= first information

People

ttre=Nancy

? ey _ first map image
Geve aa

7575 Une Dr, MewarMI 49997, USA
 

29|¢| the first digital file|The first digital file has a first size in the first person view and a secondsizein the first detail view,
having a first size inthe|wherein the secondsizeis greater thanthefirst size.
first person view and a

|. secondsizein the first
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detail view, wherein the

secondsize 1s greater
thanthe first size;

 

 

29|h] responsive to an
inputthat ts indicative of
a selection associated

with the second person,
cause a second person
viewto be displayed on
the interface, the second

person view including a

 
12a eae

© Chris x

Chis

2 hens

Nena tee first digital file

‘ae ___. first digital file (second size)(first size)

Aug 20, 2070
12EE7S09S 1019491 eSTRETR41 2PelTATISCad >

Fob 24, 2020 People

Crete Nancy
Jan 1, 2026

ws _
\ Q i

Responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection associated with the second person, Gallery causes
a second person viewto be displayed onthe interface, the second person view including a seconddigital
file associated with the second person.
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seconddigitalfile
associated with the

second person;

 
 

422 Bl ae ae

< Nancy x

Nancy

6 items

Feb 23

Jun 15, 2017

od
Now 8, 2015

Hl oO 4

 

 
 
  

29[i] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selectionassociated

with the second digital
file, cause a second

4862-8589-1329.1

 
Responsive to an input thatis indicative of a selection associated with the second digital file, Gallery
causes a second detail view to be displayed on the interface, the seconddetail view including (1) the
second digital file, (11) second information associated with the second digital file and (i11) a second map
Image associated with the seconddigital file.
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detail view to be

displayed on the
interface, the second

detail view including (1)
the second digital file,
(11) second information
associated with the

second digital file and
(ili) a second map image
associated with the

seconddigital file; and

iy Geb. otae

+— second digital file 
*— second information

Peopte

Nancy

Location

Une a

: a ge + second map imageSL hn
Gongeren (eeuVid) W Draper St, Chicago, © 60614, UBA

 

29|j| responsive to a Responsive to a second input within the search-filter view, Gallery causes the interface to display a
second input within the|locations view.
search-filter view, cause

the interface to display a
locations view including
a first name associated

witha first location, and
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a second name
associated with a second

location;

1047 Bead + sae 1242 Gt “= 48

< Search for “image” 4 < Search u

People >

Angelo Nancy ZackChris

  Locations

‘Chicago

 
Shot types

Wl oO < it 0 <

The locations view includesa first name associated with a first location, and a second name associated
with a second location.
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29|k] responsive to an
input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with the first location,

causea first set ofdigital
files to be displayed on
the interface, each digital

 
4862-8589-1329.1

 
1242 Geb sae

€ Search $

first name associated‘Chic: _—__— s *
" with a first location

 

 
rs

 Frankiin 
second name associated

Newaygo +———— with a second location

TT 0 <

Responsive to an input that is indicative ofa selection associated with the first location (e.g., clicking or
tapping a first image in the locations view), Gallery causesafirst set ofdigital files to be displayed on
the interface, each digital file in the first set ofdigital files being associated with the first location.
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file in the first set of

digital files being
associated withthe first

location; and

 
 

 
 29{I] responsive to an

input that is indicative of
a selection associated

with the second location,
cause a secondset of

 

 
1245 Gees -

< Chicago

WEST
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\
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Jan 1, 2020
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4“) =e

UNCOLN FARE
SHEFFIELD

WEIGHEDSS
 

9 items

first set of

digitalfiles

 

Responsive to an input thatis indicative ofa selection associated with the second location (e.g., clicking
or tapping a second imageinthe locations view), Gallery causes a secondset ofdigital files to be
displayed on the interface, each digital file in the secondset ofdigital files being associated withthe
second location.
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digital files to be
displayed on the
interface, each digital
file in the second set of

digital files being
associated with the
secondlocation.

124 Boek ae

< Newaygo x

2nems

Aug 6, 2019 siemens

ihe second set of
digital files

Wl i] <

 
 
30[pre] The digital file
storage system ofclaim
29, wherein

30[a] the people view
further includesa first 

4862-8589-1329.1

 

See information for claim 29.

The people view furtherincludesa first name associated withthe first person and a second name
associated with the second person.
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name associated with the

first person and a second
name associated with the

second person,

1047 Sid +

< Search

19408

4

first image — S ©) a +— second image
first name associated _____——» “ms
with first person

 
Zock Dan

Nency =. second name associated
with second person

 

30|b] the first person
view includesthe first
name associated with the

first person, and the
second person view
includes the second
name associated with the

second person.

 Thefirst person view includesthe first name associated with the first person. The second person view
includes the second name associated with the second person.
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first person view second person view
‘mas “tas 42206 “aT 46

< Chris x 2 < Nancy x

first name associated : é second name associated. Chin Nancy <— B
with first person with second person15 tems Sitema

(Now 2, 2020 Feb23

hug 20, 2020 Now 2, 2020

ry]

Jun 15, 2007

oe: .fatifa i

BB: oO 
 

31[pre| The digital file See information for claim 30.
storage systemofclaim
30, wherein 

31{a] the first image The first image associated with the first person is a first thumbnail imageandthefirst digital file
associated with the first|associated with the first personis a first profile image.
person is a first
thumbnail image and the
first digital file
associated withthe first
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person is a first profile
image and

147 Bes “e488 42 oe a@taea

<€ Search 4 < Chris x

first thumbnail Simage Chita
(Chris Angelo Nancy

15 Heme

© we “a
Zack on ae +———_ firstprofile image

 
dan 1, 2020

Nl 0 « ity] 0 <

 

31[b] wherein the
second image associated
with the second personis
a second thumbnail

image and the second
digital file associated
with the second personis
a second profile image.

4862-8589-1329.1

 The second image associated with the second person is a second thumbnail image and the second digital
file associated with the second person is a second profile image.
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  32. The digital file See information for claim 29. Subsequent to the interface displaying the search filter view, the one or
storage system of claim|more processors are configured to execute the instructions to further cause the interface to display a map
29, wherein, subsequent|view including an interactive geographic map. The geographic mapis interactive at least because
to the interface Gallery permits zooming in/out and moving around the map.
displaying the search
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filter view, the one or 54d RH “nae
more processorsare

configured to execute the
instructions to further
cause the interface to

display a map view
including(i) an
interactive geographic
map, (ii) a first
indication on the

interactive map thatis
associated with one or

moredigital files, and
(ili) a second indication
on the interactive map
that is associated with

one or moredigitalfiles.  
The map view also includesa first indication on the interactive map that is associated with one or more
digital files and a secondindication onthe interactive map that is associated with one or moredigital
files.
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second indication first indication

 

33{pre] The digitalfile
storage system of claim
29,

See information for claim 29.

 

33[a] wherein a first
portion ofthe first
information is generated

by a user and
33|b] a second portion
ofthe first informationts

automatically generated,
and

33[c] wherein a first
portion ofthe second
information is generated
by the user and
33{d] a second portion
ofthe second
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 A first portion ofthe first information is generated by a user. See information for claim 19.

A second portion of the first information is automatically generated. See information for claim 20.

A first portion of the second information is generated by the user. See information for claim 19.

A second portion of the second information is automatically generated. See information for claim 20.
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information is

automatically generated,
and 

33{e] wherein the one or
more processors are

configured to execute the
instructions to further

cause a gallery viewto
be displayed on the
interface, the gallery
viewincluding the
plurality ofdigitalfiles,
the plurality ofdigital
files includingthe first
digital file, the second
digital file, the first set
of digital files, and the
secondset ofdigital
files.

The one or more processors are configured to execute the instructions to further cause a gallery viewto
be displayed on theinterface, the gallery viewincluding the plurality ofdigital files, the plurality of
digital files including the first digital file, the second digital file, the first set of digital files, and the
secondset ofdigital files. See information for claims 22 and 23.

 

 

34. The digital file
storage system of claim
29, responsive to
receiving a first one of
the one or morecriteria
within the search-filter

view, the one or more
processors are

configured to execute the
instructions to further
cause one or more ofthe

plurality ofdigital files
to be displayed on the
interface basedat least in

See information for claim 29.

Responsive to receiving a first one ofthe one or morecriteria within the search-filter view, the one or
more processors are configured to execute the instructions to further cause one or more ofthe plurality
of digital files to be displayed on the interface based at least in part on the received first one of the one
or more criteria. See information for claim27. 
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part on the received first
one of the one or more
criteria.    
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